VENTI JOINS THE RESTREAM
When I posted the pre-stream announcement about streaming Panty and Stocking a new name
showed up. The lurked for about 15 minutes until they asked me why the video wasn't working for
them. They were such a retard they didn't understand they had to allow the external player. I just
figured it was a retard and helped out. I didn't start logging until 30 minutes after they first showed
up so I don't have that part. It turns out it was Venti.
What follows is logs from tonight's restream chat. I didn't include it all because I don't usually log
chat and there was no point in including all the random stuff that went on. Greentext is my
commentary of what was happening at the time on jcaesar187's stream because it becomes
important near the end.
START OF LOGS
<Venti is going under the name "FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER"
<Restream anon is under the name "Bill Cooper"
>This is about 30 minutes after jcaesar187's stream started. Venti had already been LARPing as
someone that was 20-30 years old in the 90s and said she lived in Canada.
>I announce my return from being afk and Venti accuses me of being Styx
[22:02:05] BillCooper: That took longer than expected
[22:02:17] Forgot to water my garden had to go take care of that.
[22:02:26] I see I didn't miss anything
[22:03:00] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: bill is styx confirmed
>Venti was LARPing as a member of some skinhead organization based in Texas that was popular in
the 90s. I don't have logs of when she first said it in chat but this is the continuation
[22:06:32] Guntopia: so what are these hammer skins?
[22:06:40] thor worshipping skinheads?
[22:07:56] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: pretty much. remember the russian skinheads who used to post
videos of them beating immigrants and faggots? they were hammers
[22:08:55] BillCooper: Hammerskins aren't Russian, it's a skinhead group from Texas that started in
the 80s
[22:09:07] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: they are world wide my friend
[22:09:31] not a lot left though
[22:10:17] vineland hs were the guys i dealt with
[22:10:17] BillCooper: Probably because most of the members are feds
[22:10:31] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: this was a long time ago also
[22:10:45] back with wolfgang droge and shit
[22:10:54] BillCooper: stop LARPing
[22:11:03] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: i wasnt one of them
[22:11:03] Guntopia: yeah, 25 years if youre still talking about 1994
>Anons ask why Rand isn't co-hosting, Venti doesn't know about his recent ban on dlive
[22:11:10] ALOG4LYFE: doesnt gunt have cogunts any more?
[22:11:21] AUUUUUGHLOGS joined (aliases: AUUUUUUUUUUUGHLOGS)
[22:11:29] Guntopia: i thought mondays where rand days
[22:11:35] BillCooper: https://ghettogaggers.com/mVW7jA if anyone missed the Gunt discord invite
[22:11:43] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: rand shot himself
[22:11:44] Guntopia: but maybe he got another warning from the dlive staff
[22:11:55] BillCooper: Rand got banned by dlive Friday
[22:12:02] AUUUUUGHLOGS: why?
[22:12:03] BillCooper: He was sniping some tranny
[22:12:06] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: lol
[22:12:06] AUUUUUGHLOGS: lol
[22:12:09] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: why is that wrong
[22:12:16] BillCooper: dlive TOS won't let you bully other users

[22:12:20] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: its a public stream
[22:12:30] Guntopia: absolutely retarded
[22:12:36] jcaesar187jcaesar187 joined (aliases: jcaesar187jcaesar187)
[22:12:41] Guntopia: youd think those chinks wouldnt give a shit
[22:12:49] BillCooper: They want to be twitch
[22:12:55] AUUUUUGHLOGS: is alex jones raging at drumpf?
[22:13:06] Guntopia: pretty hard to be twitch when your servers suck
[22:13:10] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: they wont be twitch. they arnt corrupt or transexual enough to be
>Discord link is posted in chat for anons to call-in to jcaesar187's show. The first thing Venti tells
anons to do is shit on Nora and then she goes on to give redditor tier takes on another e-celeb
[22:13:12] AlogSuperHero: i saw the invite, let me know when he's taking callers
[22:13:29] BillCooper: I'll post but you might want to lurk his greenroom
[22:13:41] It's a giant hugbox and he's paranoid about taking new callers
[22:13:54] Guntopia: hell probably be desperate for callers once he runs out of videos
[22:14:06] BillCooper: Probably, the thot might not show up
[22:14:12] AUUUUUGHLOGS: AJ wasn't even patient zero, Anglin was
[22:14:14] BillCooper: He seems worried about it already
[22:14:20] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: call and ask why the street shitter is never around
[22:14:42] BillCooper: The street shitter is supposed to be in country next week
[22:14:54] AUUUUUGHLOGS: also ask when Zidane is coming back
[22:14:54] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: thats what that smell is
[22:15:00] ALOG4LYFE: how is this even a show , this is andy tier lmao idgaf
[22:15:22] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: tim poole has more engaging streams…. its sad
This is getting longer than expected. I'm going to have to break the log up over multiple posts.
>Venti then mentions Andy for no reason
[22:15:56] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: at least andy has screaming
[22:16:01] had..
[22:16:13] Guntopia: i almost want to like punished ted
[22:16:24] AUUUUUGHLOGS: andy's show has a certain charm of being such a trainwreck
[22:16:33] jcaesar's show is just shit and hugboxed
[22:16:37] AlogSuperHero: he just wants to c-c-chill and speedrun ff6
[22:16:40] Guntopia: what andy shows?
[22:16:45] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: andy felt real… retarded but real
>Suspecting this user is Venti I put the famous picture of Venti's tits on stream for everyone. This
exchange happens as soon as chat sees them
[22:17:09] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: id taste venti
[22:17:41] AlogSuperHero: it looks like ashton is in his green room rn
[22:17:41] Guntopia: goddamn those are some poorly alligned nipples
[22:17:52] AlogSuperHero: she used to be a man
[22:17:56] Guntopia: say what you will about melanie, but at least those pepperoni slices are
symmertrical
[22:18:41] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: mel is just plain ugly
[22:19:02] looks like a nipper with down syndrome
[22:19:18] Guntopia: the tattoos ruin any potential she mightve had
[22:19:21] JewcyMarkyBoi joined (aliases: JewcyMarkyBoi)
[22:19:30] Guntopia: but at least them nipples aint at different heights
[22:19:41] BillCooper: At least she's white
[22:19:45] JewcyMarkyBoi: auuuuuuuuuuugh gentlemen how is the gunt doing today
[22:19:51] Guntopia: >melanie pires
[22:19:53] >pires
[22:19:55] >white
[22:20:12] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: porkchops arnt white

[22:20:24] BillCooper: Neither are mutts
[22:20:34] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: porkchopgeese
>Venti again mentions Andy and claims she lives near him in Canada
[22:20:45] JewcyMarkyBoi: andy cockski's chat is also a hugbox tbf
[22:21:03] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: if i wasnt so lazy id go to his house
[22:21:12] Guntopia: yeah you get bans for insulting the retard right away
[22:21:15] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: but its like 25 mins away
[22:21:23] Guntopia: he just wants a friendly speedrun chat now
[22:21:34] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: post his address in chat
>Venti pretends she doesn't know who Gummy is when jcaesar187 finally brings her into the call
[22:23:53] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: whos the bitch
[22:23:59] JewcyMarkyBoi: whos thot is this
[22:24:02] is she underage?
[22:24:07] Guntopia: ashton as in baked crazy ex?
[22:24:11] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: is it in diapers still
[22:24:12] AlogSuperHero: yep
[22:24:21] Guntopia: great
[22:24:25] psycho thots
[22:24:30] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: i bet she has a birdie
>Sailor moon cosplay is mentioned on jcaesar187's stream
[22:28:01] BillCooper: Every Sailor Moon fan I've met is batshit crazy
[22:28:33] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: sailor moon is autism in a skirt
>Anons start discussing the redditor recently being outed as Venti, Venti goes quiet for 5+ minutes
then returns with this comment attempting to change the subject
[22:40:21] Guntopia: yeah i guess with her being stuck on dlive she needs something to get back in
the spotlight again
[22:40:23] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: im watchin g drunk fat chick fails
[22:40:30] Guntopia: or her audience will decline faster then her looks
>Venti goes on to talk about how much money Venti has and attempts to blend in by making
comments about herself
[22:40:42] AlogSuperHero: it's why she tried to stir shit with desTINY so much
[22:40:46] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: she has money
[22:40:49] AlogSuperHero: cheers lad
[22:41:04] could you imagine getting PLEASE STOP TROLLING BRITBONG, HIS PARENTS ARE BEATING
HIM AND HE WON'T STOP SCREAMING AT US IN DISCORD by a midget?
[22:41:15] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: the poorer they act the more cash they have.
[22:41:23] Cow_PLEASE STOP TROLLING BRITBONG, HIS PARENTS ARE BEATING HIM AND HE WON'T
STOP SCREAMING AT US IN DISCORD_yet_again: bitch is doped up on pills
[22:41:23] Guntopia: yeah destiny is a good lead for her as well, as those thirsty shitskins wanting a
shitskin queen
[22:41:41] BillCooper: Venti doesn't have money lol
[22:41:47] AlogSuperHero: i've only seen two streams with venti and desTINY
[22:41:50] BillCooper: She's like the rest of them she blows it all as soon as it comes in
[22:41:55] Guntopia: yeah if venti had money she wouldnt be streaming
[22:41:57] AlogSuperHero: but they're fucking hilarious
22:42:08] Guntopia: she has enough money to survive on a monthly basis
[22:42:10] thats about it
[22:42:11] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: she streams for the attention just like all of them namefags
[22:42:24] Guntopia: niggers nor sharks know how to save money
[22:42:35] AlogSuperHero: oh shit, and she's a nigger shark
[22:42:40] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: you dont need to save when you have your sugar autists

[22:43:10] Guntopia: what would she make you think from all her pigs, 3k a month max?
[22:43:10] BillCooper: You always need to save
[22:43:18] Guntopia: a woman like her can blow through that easily
[22:43:43] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: i live on way less then 3k a month
[22:43:46] BillCooper: She did recently, she was bragging about a new PC on twitter the other day.
Looked like jcaesar187's, alienware or some pre-built with LEDs everywhere
[22:43:50] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: waaaaaaaaaaay lessss
[22:44:25] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: she didnt have to pay for that. a sugar autist bought it
[22:44:40] Guntopia: also massive bills for the hairdresser and makeup
[22:44:42] BillCooper: How do you know that?
[22:44:43] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: do you think all the bums you see are homeless
[22:45:21] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: i dont know for a fact but when she pays for shit she posts costs
and all that
>Venti realizes she's outed herself and attempts to change the subject by saying she's just here to
"get high and watch the world burn"
[22:45:35] AlogSuperHero: are you like her biggest fan or something?
[22:45:41] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: not at all lol
[22:45:51] im n ot a fan of anyone
[22:46:04] im here to watch it all burn and get high waiting
22:46:11] AlogSuperHero: high on what?
>Venti's tits are put on screen again
[22:46:29] Guntopia: GODDAMNIT VENTI
[22:46:33] BALANCE THOSE TITS
22:47:05] ALOG4LYFE: hope some alogs are in the greenroom
[22:47:05] BillCooper: What are you getting high on?
[22:47:07] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: i just smoke weed now. been clean for a decade
[22:47:15] BillCooper: >clean
[22:47:18] >smokes weed
[22:47:26] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: weed is legal in canada
[22:47:48] BillCooper: Alcohol is legal too
[22:47:52] AlogSuperHero: that doesn't make it not a drug
[22:47:53] BillCooper: and xanax, and opioids
[22:48:06] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: alcohol is for faggots to have buttsex on and realize they are
faggots
[22:48:39] BillCooper: Weren't you just larping as a skinhead?
[22:48:48] BillCooper: Skinheads call weed a nigger drug and don't allow it at their meetings
>Venti now says she didn't pay for drugs and got them from her dealer for free
[22:48:55] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: i did most any drug. it was free. dealer friends used to habd it out
22:49:07] im not a skinhead anymore honey
[22:49:33] BillCooper: The only people dealers give drugs away to are thots in fact of course
[22:50:00] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: they gave t to me because i wasnt a junkie
>Venti attempts to change the subject to Gummy again
[22:50:34] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: this chick is annoying
[22:50:53] BillCooper: I've never met a dealer that gives drugs away to anyone unless they expect
payment in the future or are attempting to trade them for sex
[22:51:31] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: different with me. they trusted me with the drugs and i never stole
or asked for them.
[22:51:37] Guntopia: dealers less so, although they probably have to deal with having too much
product at times too
[22:51:38] BillCooper: From time to time, this guy is claiming to have done "all the drugs" for free

[22:52:10] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: i have not spent over 1000 buck on hard drugs in the 20 years i did
them
>Venti again outs herself for not being familiar with things the rest of the anons watching the
restream know
[22:53:12] BillCooper: He can't even break 600 viewers with this thot
[22:53:18] Gout_Syde_Gunt: >AGAIN
[22:53:27] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: does he ever break 600 now
[22:53:36] Gout_Syde_Gunt: ?
[22:53:39] Guntopia: when nick came on
[22:53:41] alog: TRAD
[22:53:52] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: so its the guest not the gunt
>jcaesar187 talks about tweets made by Venti towards Gummy today on stream, this exchange takes
place
>An anon shows up because he heard Venti was in the chat. Venti attempts to make anons think
another person is her
[22:58:34] JewcyMarkyBoi: "she's really sweet, the sweetest part is the cat shit"
[22:58:36] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: all women hate eachother
[22:58:39] StM: So i heard the goblinais here
[22:58:51] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: stm is venti?
[22:59:23] BillCooper: StM: she's lurking
[22:59:46] Guntopia: why dont we have ventit emotes yet
[22:59:49] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: i smell shit
>Venti confirms she brapposts
[23:00:32] JewcyMarkyBoi: I love mah Ashton
[23:00:41] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: farting afterwards?
>Nora joins jcaesar187's stream
[23:00:48] BillCooper: jcaesar187 sent his Paki to do his job
[23:00:49] Guntopia: ofcourse the ugly fat goblin hates the pretty girl
[23:01:00] Gout_Syde_Gunt: seething
[23:01:07] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: jcaesar187 trying to bring back ibs
[23:01:28] notadogpile
[23:01:47] what an asshole lol
>Venti comments about random alt-right streamers no one really follows
[23:02:13] Guntopia: some lolberg vs some white nationalist running for president
[23:02:55] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: the nazi was retarded
[23:03:06] JewcyMarkyBoi: was it Patrick Little?
[23:03:09] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: no
[23:03:13] Guntopia: sadly enough no
[23:03:15] Gout_Syde_Gunt: lol the paki was the only good caller
[23:03:24] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: some dude that looks like the reviewbruh kid
>jcaesar187 starts taking callers
[23:09:21] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: sounds like that retarded ney york jew not in character
[23:09:35] same inflections
>Jonny the Tranny calls into jcaesar187's stream
[23:10:40] Gout_Syde_Gunt: scared
[23:10:41] Guntopia: ooof
[23:10:41] alog: savage
[23:10:45] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: lol
[23:10:46] StM: HAHAHAHAHAHA
[23:10:49] ALOG4LYFE: nice aloggin
[23:10:52] StM: oh it's not zoom this time

[23:10:53] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: insta boot what a fag
>At this point Venti goes quiet in chat for a long time only to show up on jcaesar187's stream as the
last caller several minutes later. Anons notice and comment on it.
[23:21:39] BillCooper: Venti shows up as caller and the person I suspected of Venti goes quiet
[23:21:39] JewcyMarkyBoi: cat shit time
[23:21:40] Guntopia: this is gonna get brutal
[23:21:41] StM: 2 thots great…
[23:21:50] AlogSuperHero: i wonder if the ipscraper
[23:21:51] StM: i just puked
[23:21:55] JewcyMarkyBoi: disgusting thots
[23:21:55] AlogSuperHero: will type durin this
[23:22:02] Guntopia: just imagine the smell….
[23:23:23] BillCooper: lol she just outed herself, what a dumb bitch
[23:23:28] Guntopia: i dont give a shit about palestine, but using pro palestinian arguments is pretty
useful in daily life and redpilling attempts
[23:23:31] BillCooper: No wonder that person went quiet 10 minutes ago
[23:23:39] AlogSuperHero: you guys didn't realize it was her?
[23:23:42] StM: missed it venti did what?
[23:23:54] Guntopia: nothing
[23:23:56] just thot drama
[23:23:59] BillCooper: She's been in here since the pre-stream
[23:24:19] ALOG4LYFE: yeah its a funny devide with the left where they agree with the jewish
problems but only in relation to israel not jews abroad
[23:24:22] BillCooper: I didn't want to say it because I wanted to keep her talking
[23:24:26] AlogSuperHero: same lol
[23:24:36] why i asked about drugs/etc
>Venti sees that anons are laughing about the fact that she's on stream and no longer in chat thus
confirming it's her. She starts typing in chat, which can clearly be heard on jcaesar187's stream. Since
I am re-streaming I can tell it's her because as soon as she stops a message would appear
[23:25:05] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: wtf when did venti get on
[23:25:13] Guntopia: couple minutes ago
[23:25:20] GuntyKong joined (aliases: FireGuntblem,Gunttastic)
[23:25:23] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: went to smoke one
[23:25:31] ALOG4LYFE: two roasties for the price of one
[23:25:37] StM: gas both
[23:25:38] Gout_Syde_Gunt: ASHTON GETTING THE PILL BOTTLE OUT NOW
[23:25:44] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: gas us all
[23:25:52] ALOG4LYFE: venti is so trad right now
[23:26:05] BillCooper: >trad
[23:26:08] >wears whore clothing
[23:26:18] >doesn't keep house
[23:26:19] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: look but dont touch
>She even attempts to turn chat against Gummy and get chat to praise her efforts
[23:27:00] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: ashton sounds beaten
>She starts giving Gummy advice about psychology and makes this comment in chat no realizing the
restream is on 15-20 second delay and the only person that could hear it at the time is restream
anon
[23:28:44] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: dr venti is more annoying then stinky venti
[23:30:20] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: watching downys try and make words with alphabits is more
enjoyable
[23:30:23] Gout_Syde_Gunt: NO, ITS NOT TRUE!!!

[23:30:45] AlogSuperHero: afk a bit, this is boring
[23:30:52] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: think of jfs thing all happy she spelled eh
[23:31:00] BillCooper: I hear a lot of typing on Venti's end
[23:31:06] ALOG4LYFE: this is double gay
[23:31:10] JewcyMarkyBoi: put the final countdown over this boring trash
[23:31:24] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: lol jcaesar187 should get jf girlfriend on to rant
[23:31:36] ALOG4LYFE: full retard battle!
[23:31:41] JewcyMarkyBoi: bring the potato and AydinThotadin in
[23:31:42] Guntopia: jf would never let her out of the potatopatch though
[23:31:50] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: muh muh muh muh
>Venti drops what she knows about JF's donations and attempts to fit in by claiming she hasn't been
banned from his hugbox
[23:34:35] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: he gets around 20k a month from what i hear
[23:34:46] JewcyMarkyBoi: the "baked is hacking you" gets funnier the sixth time gunty
[23:35:24] BillCooper: JF built a hugbox full of piggies with deep pockets
[23:35:32] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: yup
[23:35:35] Guntopia: its genius really
[23:35:49] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: im really surprised they havent banned me
Should be able to fit the rest of this into one post.
>Venti again goes quiet for a long time while chat bullies/discusses her. Eventually subject changes to
vidya and she finally returns
[00:04:57] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: im a console scrub…
[00:06:04] BillCooper: Arcade owners pay them sometimes I think. A lot of the dumps are shared
outside of the board now because the major companies found out about it and started sending
DMCAs
[00:06:16] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: ahhh the 80/90s when everyone wanted to be trump
>Anons decide to julay more information about the drug use from Venti, she can't help but to
respond
[00:09:20] Look who's back
[00:09:34] IPSCRAPER: what hard drugs did you try?
[00:09:47] AlogSuperHero: probably meth and heron in fact of course
[00:09:53] JewcyMarkyBoi: do they make some light gun games still? :^)
[00:09:54] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: i mainly did coke, meth and e
[00:10:16] didnt like heroin. it made me throw up too much
[00:11:05] Bill Cooper:>didnt like heroin made me throw up
[00:11:10] That's pretty much the point in fact of course
[00:11:19] Which hard drug did you do the most?
[00:11:25] Which was your favorite?
[00:11:33] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: i like drigs but dont like being out of control of myself
[00:11:48] i did coke the most by far
[00:12:01] BillCooper: and you didn't pay for it?
[00:12:03] AlogSuperHero: isn't coke expensive? how'd you do it so much?
[00:12:24] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: i had a friend who was a dealer and he just gave it to me
[00:12:36] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: i maybe spent 50 buck s a month on it
Have to split into one more post.
>Venti's stories of using hard drugs and coke continues
[00:12:55] BillCooper: Yea no coke dealer would give away cocaine like that unless you're a woman
[00:13:06] AlogSuperHero: so you didn't do it much or you gave sexual favors for it?
[00:13:25] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: or the only one he trusted with his stash… and i never took a single
flake with out his say so

[00:13:50] BillCooper: >trusting cocaine stash with someone that does cocaine
[00:13:59] AlogSuperHero: so you lived with a coke dealer?
[00:14:00] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: see… i wasnt an addict
[00:14:06] i just liked to do blow
[00:14:12] Guntopia: >cokeflakes
[00:14:15] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: when i felt the urge to do it i stopped ofr a month
[00:14:22] Guntopia: are you sure your dealer wasnt dealing cereal?
[00:14:51] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: the powder you get is shit. we got flakes and chunks that had to be
cut to sell
[00:14:58] BillCooper: No dealer just randomly trusts their stash with some dude. You were either his
girlfriend or some chick he fucked in exchange for free lines
[00:15:17] AlogSuperHero: how many times did you have to suck a dick for coke?
[00:15:21] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: think what you will
[00:15:24] Guntopia: chunks sure, especially when its still wet, but flakes dont work with a brittle
substance like coke
[00:15:36] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: some fag on the internet not believeing me is funny
[00:15:39] ALOG4LYFE: >i wasnt an addict i just loved to blow coke dealers
[00:15:56] BillCooper: lol you're expecting chat to believe some dealer with fishscale was letting you
hold his stash?
[00:16:15] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: not hold… he could leave me and i wouldnt touch it
[00:16:23] AlogSuperHero: because you lived together?
[00:16:28] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: stop making it out tthat he was giving me pounds to hold
[00:16:38] BillCooper: So this dealer just left you alone in his house with his raw cocaine?
[00:16:42] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: i lived next door and looked out for him
[00:16:59] ALOG4LYFE: with your mouth fuckin lol
[00:17:01] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: my house was before his on the block
[00:17:12] cops show he got a call gfast
[00:17:17] Guntopia: so you turned your house into his drugstash for his flaky coke and didnt even
pay you?
[00:17:23] sounds like you got fucked
[00:17:32] outside of the physical fucking he already did with you
[00:17:32] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: he was never in my house
[00:17:41] BillCooper: This sounds like the typical whore that lives with the dealer story I've heard
100 times
[00:17:47] AlogSuperHero: right?
[00:18:03] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: okay im a whore then. make you feel better?
[00:18:18] AlogSuperHero: it's good that you admit it
[00:18:23] Guntopia: so do you glue the coke into flakes?
[00:18:25] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: sounds like you are projecting your prolapse on others
[00:18:33] Guntopia: or do the colombians deliver it preflaked?
[00:18:51] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: not my business
[00:18:53] JewcyMarkyBoi: I'm surrounded with druggies smdh
[00:18:59] AlogSuperHero: she probably lived next door to the colombians too in fact of course
[00:19:04] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: ive been out of that scene for 15 years
[00:19:32] Guntopia: out of the hiding a bunch of cokeflakes for your lovers?
[00:19:39] JewcyMarkyBoi: ded guntstream
[00:19:42] COW WINS AGAIN
[00:19:43] BillCooper: You guys want to watch panty and Stocking or should I call it a night?
[00:19:49] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: maybe ill pop by warskis tomorrow
[00:20:03] JewcyMarkyBoi: his stream or his stash?
[00:20:05] Guntopia: do whatever you want
[00:20:12] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: is he still on shorelinbe dr?

[00:20:14] AlogSuperHero: doesn't mater to me man
[00:20:22] Guntopia: i can stick around a bit longer to bully cokeflakes
[00:20:24] BillCooper: I'll have to restart stream for the archives, one sec
[00:21:32] JewcyMarkyBoi: it's not truuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu
[00:21:32] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: why not come find me honey
[00:21:43] bully me in person
[00:21:58] Guntopia: i mean, you hang out with drug addicts
[00:22:02] dont want the aids fam
[00:22:05] no offense
[00:22:25] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: you fuck niggers and cant be around aids… smdh
[00:23:08] Guntopia: well, damnit, i guess i fuck niggers then
[00:23:14] BillCooper: lol
[00:23:20] Guntopia: maybe i can ask them why their coke is so flaky
[00:23:25] BillCooper: He isn't the one that came in and randomly admitted to using hard drugs
[00:23:38] AlogSuperHero: i guess at least cokeflakes isn't venti
[00:23:39] FUCKYOURIPSCRAPER: who cares
[00:24:03] you guys make such big deals out of nothing
[00:24:18] Guntopia: and youre way too eager to defend yourself
[00:24:18] BillCooper: >attention whore
[00:24:24] >surprised when people bully you
With that last bit of bullying from anons Venti rage quit and never returned.

